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Materials: Indiecita Baby Alpaca Grande Colour Cream, 2 x 100 gram Hanks
Straight needles to achieve tension 14sts and 18 rows in stocking stitch to 10cm
6.5 mm. needles or adjust needle size to achieve correct tension. Extra needle needed for 3 needle bind off or 
wool needle for mattress stitch seam.
2 Buttons small enough to be able to push through the yarn not requiring button holes
Stitch marker

One size to fit average size person.

Hood with Scarf:
Work the brim for the hood piece  rst. Cast on 60sts. Work in stocking stitch for 5 cm ending with a WS ( purl) 
row.
Break yarn and slip sts onto a stitch holder.

Scarf:
Work 2 pieces as follows. Cast on 14 sts and work in garter st (knit every row) for 25cm. Break off yarn.
Now on one needle, (positioned as a left hand needle, with needle point to the right) place pieces as follows:
Scarf (14 sts) hood RS pick up (60 sts) scarf (14 sts) 88 sts total.
Ensure that the next knit row ( RS) will keep the correct appearance of garter st over the scarf pieces.
Continue to work garter st over the 14 scarf sts each side, and stocking st over the hood sts.
When piece measures 18cm from the cast on edge of hood piece, work decreases as follows.
On next WS row place a marker at centre of work, ie 44sts each side of marker.
Work decreases each side of marker as follows K2tog, slip marker, k2tog through back of sts.
Rep decreases every 6th row, 2 more times = 82sts.
Continue to 28cm hood depth.
On next knit row work to marker, fold hood right sides together, 41sts on each needle and with 3rd needle 
work a 3 needle bind off from wrong side to join back of the hood and scarf.
If this is too complicated use a mattress stitch to join the back of the hood.


